Shane’s 1947 HRG 1500 (W-100)
It seems that the first question people ask me about my HRG is “What does HRG stand for?”
Back in 1934 Mr. H.R. Godfrey founded his company to make light weight sports cars.
Very soon thereafter Mr. Halford joined him which gave another meaning to the “H”.
Also soon after Mr. Robins joined and magically Mr. Robins initials are G.H.R.
The H.R.G. company just had to be!
In the 1920s Godfrey had teamed up with Archie Fraser Nash to produce the GN.
The company lasted for several years but the two men parted company to make their own
vehicles.
Thus the Fraser Nash was born.
It featured chain drive to the rear wheels - a system to become known as the “Chain Gang
Nash”.
Godfrey’s car was similar in concept but it had a normal differential configuration for the rear
drive.
Both cars were very successful in competitions such as mud trials, rallies and racing.
My HRG, fondly known as “Hurg," was purchased in 1947 by a medical doctor who raced it at
Gransden Lodge in July of ’47. He won his race and was reported in “Autocar”.

Notes on the car are:1500 cc overhead camshaft engine which is a Singer car motor modified by HRG to produce 65
horsepower.

Front suspension is by quarter-elliptic with a solid front axle.
Front axle is shaped tubular similar to Bugattis of the era.
Shock absorbers are friction type.
Rear springs are semi-elliptic connected to an under slung chassis.
Brakes are 12” diameter by 1 1/2 wide and actuated by cables.
Normal road wheels are 16 inch diameter.
Twin spare wheels of 17 inch diameter.
Size difference allows for a ratio change or tire change for mud trials, etc.
Body is coachbuilt by Reall.
It is all aluminum with an ash frame.
Fenders are of steel.
Instrument panel had the most complete set of instruments of any car of the time.
Seats are adjustable so a 7 foot driver still has lots of legroom.
I acquired the Hurg in 1971. It was quite tired and in the early ‘80s I began its restoration.

In July of 1988, 41 years to the weekend of its first victory in the UK, I raced it at the
Westwood Circuit. It won its races on both Saturday and Sunday competing against similar cars
it trounced in 1947.

Bamberton Hill Climb,
Vancouver Island

Since that time I have raced it at the inaugural Indy Car Race weekend in Vancouver.

It has visited and run on the Track at Mission.

And very recently took it around the new track north west of Duncan.
The track has been designed by Hermann Tilke of Formula One reputation.

